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Abstract
In this final preliminary piecemeal treatment of local Problem of Time facets, and underlying Background
Independence aspects, we first reconsider the nine local facets and aspects considered so far at the quantum level.
This is essential both to appreciate past conceptualization and naming for these aspects-and-facets, and because
the quantum Problem of Time is a more advanced goal than its classical counterpart.
The case is made that each piecemeal aspect of Background Indpendence is incorporable, i.e. each piecemeal
facet of the Problem of Time is resolvable, in a local classical sense, using just Lie’s Mathematics. This case is
then extended in Articles V to XIII to a joint resolution, i.e. successfully handling the lion’s share of the Problem
of Time that resides in facet interferences.
1 Introduction
We next consider the Problem of Time [14, 15, 12, 6, 26, 38, 39, 40, 52, 62, 63, 65, 70, 77, 72, 80, 79, 84, 85, 86, 87]
and underlying Background Independence in the more involved quantum-level setting. For now, we outline the
quantum counterparts of the preceding three Articles’ piecemeal consideration of facets and aspects. This follows on
in particular from work of Dirac, Wheeler, DeWitt, Kuchař , and Isham, with some further reconceptualizations by
the Author.
Passage to Quantum Theory usually departs from Newtonian Mechanics or SR. Attempting to extend this to GR
amounts to a ‘Background Dependence versus Independence’ Paradigm Split, in which GR and Ordinary Quantum
Theory lie on opposite sides. Many of the more difficult parts of the Problem of Time occur because the ‘time’ of
Background Independence GR and the ‘time’ of the ordinary Background Dependent Quantum Theory are mutually
incompatible notions. This causes difficulties in trying to replace these two branches of Physics with a single
framework in regimes in which neither Quantum Theory nor GR can be neglected.
This situation arose historically by each of these two areas of Physics developing in a different direction both
conceptually and technically, without enough cross-checks to keep Physics within a single overarching Paradigm. This
Paradigm Split has a further practical justification which continues to apply today: that our practical experiences
are of regimes that involve at most one of QM or GR. Indeed, regimes requiring both of these at once would feature
the decidedly outlandish Planck units [79] of Quantum Gravity [15, 21, 27, 58, 79], as would be required for parts of
Black Hole Physics and Early-Universe Cosmology.
GR can be viewed as not only a Relativistic Theory of Gravitation but also as a freeing from absolute or Background
Dependent structures [12, 39, 40, 42, 44, 54, 53, 57, 58]. Indeed, from this gestalt perspective of GR, the wording
‘Quantum Gravity’ is itself is a misnomer since it refers solely to GR in its aspect as a Relativistic Theory of
Gravitation. Quantum Background Independence ABook¸ has a comparable status, and only specifically Background-
Independent Quantum Gravity carries over this gestalt status to the quantum domain.
The Problem of Time is moreover pervasive throughout sufficiently GR-like attempts at formulating Quantum Grav-
ity, at both the quantum and classical levels. For now, we take the geometrodynamical and spacetime formulations
of GR to be representative, and concentrate on these. See Parts II and III of [79] for commentary on the Problem of
Time and Background Independence in other Quantum Gravity programs [37, 60, 46, 49].
Sec 2 sketches Kinematical Quantization [10, 33]; as a preliminary Assignment of Observables, this is our main
exception to aspects being approached in the same order as at the classical level. Sec 3 covers quantum-level Temporal
Relationalism, the corresponding Problem of Time facet for which is the well-known Frozen Formalism Problem
[39, 40]. Sec 4 entertains quantum-level Configurational Relationalism. Sec 5 considers quantum-level Constraint
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Closure, whose associated Problem of Time facet Isham and Kuchař termed Functional Evolution Problem in the
field-theoretic context. Sec 6 contemplates quantum-level Assignment of Observables, now taking into consideration
constraints as well. Sec 7 outlines Quantum Spacetime Construction, after which Sec 8 and 9 indulge quantum-level
Spacetime Relationalism (including in Path Integral Approaches), Generator Closure and Assignment of Observables.
Sec 10 touches upon Refoliation Invariance.
Sec 11 is the piecemeal facets Conclusion (to Articles I to IV’s 90 page account, excluding references, thus including
consideration of this Series’ main classical case as well). This maps out this series’ progression from Kuchař–Isham
Problem of Time facets to the Author’s Background Independence aspects, and gives classical- and quantum-level
orders for these to be approached in. Finally, it emphasizes the centrality of Lie’s Mathematics L, to the whole of
this venture.
2 Kinematical Quantization (aspect 4)
In Quantum Theory, observables carry the further connotation of being self-adjoint operators B̂. By this, their
eigenvalues are real-valued and so can correspond to measured or experienced physical properties.
Structure 1 Kinematical quantization [10, 33] comes first, so as to provide us with incipient operators. This is
already nontrivial to pick as most phase space functions
F (Q,P ) (1)
cannot be consistently promoted to quantum operators In this way, we identify this as finding unrestricted observables
Û (2)
forming the space
U-Op (3)
Example 1 This is the role p̂ and q̂ play in 1-d, or p̂, q̂ and angular momentum Ĵ play in 3-d, in each case for
single-particle QM.
Remark 1 The point of kinematical quantization is what operators can consistently assume this mantle for QM
on other topologies and geometries than flat space. Kinematical quantum operators act on an incipient kinematical
Hilbert space of wavefuntions.
Remark 2 This is but an incipient space of operators since constraints are not yet taken into account. One cannot
proceed without this in the presence of constraints, since one needs the kinematic quantization operators to build
the quantum constraints out of. Once the constraints’ wave equations are taken into account, one can supplant the
incipient kinematical Hilbert space with the actual physical Hilbert space.
Remark 3 All other Background Independence and Problem of Time matters follow moreover in the classical
version’s ordering of aspects-or-facets, which thus conceptually and technically pre-empts the quantum version.
Remark 4 Outlining specific examples of this require consideration of Interference with Configurational Relational-
ism: reduced versus Dirac quantization. This is because if classical reduction of Flin has already been carried out,
kinematical quantization is distinct from if it has not.
Aside 1 Dealing with Chronos classically as well would be an alternative tempus ante quantum treatment, which
becomes theory-dependent rather than universal and is not treated here.
Example 2 Dirac RPM can be taken to use q(Rd, N) = RN d variables.1
Reduced RPM uses shape(-and-scale) variables, also provided in Article II in some simple cases and more compre-
hensively in Part III of [79].
Example 3 For minisuperspace, there is no reduced–Dirac distinction. That scalefactor
a ≥ 0 (4)
1Or, just as well, relative space r(Rd, N) = Rn d variables, using Article II’s observations.
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is moreover significant [22], for reasons already modelled by the quantization of the real half-line R+ being substan-
tially distinct [33] from that of the whole real line R. While on the one hand this kind of effect2 is global in contrast
to the current Series’ local treatment, almost all the literature errs at this point.
Example 4 The above consideration moreover affects GR-as-Geometrodynamics as well, via the classical inequality
deth > 0 . (5)
This is incorporated by Affine Quantum Geometrodynamics’ [32, 59] choice of kinematical quantization but not by
the plain-or-unqualified Quantum Geometrodynamics which is far more commonly used in the literature.
Full GR requires the Dirac approach out of not having a specific analytic general solution to classical reduction.
This necessitates Dirac-quantized model arenas which as RPM treated this way, for all that in this case the reduced
approach is also amenable (and thus further available for useful comparison).
Structure 2 Kinematical quantization involves moreover passage from classical Poisson (or Dirac) brackets to
quantum commutators. Our choice of operators then needing to close under the latter brackets. Affine Quantum
Geometrodynamics is then an example of passage from a Poisson brackets algebra to an inequivalent quantum
commutator algebra. See Chapters 39 to 43 of ABook¸ for further details of passage between types of brackets and
phenomena exhibited thereby.
3 Quantum Temporal Relationalism (aspect 1)
I proceed via giving a TRiCQT [79]: a TRi variant of Isham’s approach to Canonical Quantum Theory [33]. This
clearly indicates a Canonical Quantum Theory sequel to TRiPoD. Kinematical Quantization is already-TRi, so
TRiCQT first becomes significant in the current Section’s material.
3.1 Quantum Chronos constraint
GR gives rise to a stationary wave equation – the Wheeler–DeWitt equation ĤΨ = 0 – in a context in which simpler
theories’ QM gives a time-dependent wave equation. These authors called this the Einstein–Schrödinger equation; a
more detailed form for this is
ĤΨ := − ~2‘2M − ξRM(x;h]’Ψ−
√
hRΨ + 2
√
hΛΨ + ĤmatterΨ
:= − ~2‘ 1√
M
δ
δh
{√
MNδΨ
δh
}
− ξRM(x;h]’Ψ−
√
hRΨ + 2
√
hΛΨ + ĤmatterΨ = 0 . (6)
Solving this is termed dynamical quantization [33]. ‘ ’ here incorporates the following subtleties.
1) This formula has various well-definedness issues as further outlined in Part III of [79]. In any case, these are
absent from finite models such as Minisuperspace (7).
2) Operator-ordering issues which still partly remain for finite models.
Example 1 Minisuperspace retains a counterpart of the Wheeler–DeWitt equation. Indeed, Misner’s introduction
of Minisuperspace [16, 18] was largely motivated by the wish to study more tractable versions of (6). His original
models [16, 18] were isotropic and anisotropic, in each case without fundamental matter. For this Series of Articles’s
main Minisuperspace model, with single minimally-coupled scalar field matter, the Wheeler–DeWitt equation reads
Ĥmini Ψ := −~22M−exp(6Ω){exp(Ω)−2Λ−V (φ)}Ψ := ~2{∂2Ω−∂2φ}Ψ−exp(6Ω){exp(Ω)−2Λ−V (φ)}Ψ . (7)
Example 2 The unreduced Euclidean RPM model arena counterpart is
EΨ = ÊΨ = −~
2
2 4MΨ + V Ψ . (8)
Remark 1 Compared to Minisuperspace this model permits tractable study of accompanying linear quantum con-
straints and of structure formation.
2[78] and Part III of [79] consider RPM and SIC counterparts of this effect.
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3.2 The Frozen Formalism Problem (facet 1)
The Wheeler–DeWitt equation is one of the places in which the most well-known Problem of Time facet – the Frozen
Formalism Problem – appears, since one would be expecting a time-dependent wave equation at this point (for some
notion of time).
The most well-known (Schrödinger-Picture) Quantum Frozen Formalism Problem arises from elevating a quadratic
constraint equation Quad, encompassing both GR’s H and RPM’s E, to a quantum equation
Q̂uad |Ψ 〉 = 0 . (9)
Here, Ψ is the quantum wavefunction of the (model) universe.
See (6) for the detailed form of the GR case of this equation: the so-called Wheeler–DeWitt equation [14, 15]. This
is often viewed as the E = 0 case of a time-independent Schrödinger equation
ĤΨ = EΨ : (10)
a stationary alias timeless or frozen quantum wave equation. This occurs in a place in which one would expect a
time-dependent quantum wave equation such as the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
i ~
∂ψ
∂t
= Ĥ ψ , (11)
the Klein–Gordon equation
~22φ = m2φ for wave operator 2 := ∂2t +4 , (12)
or the Dirac equation.
{i ~ γµBA∂µ −mδBA}ψB = 0 , (13)
for γ the vector of Dirac matrices. On occasion, this has been interpreted at face value as a Fully Timeless Worldview
arising from attempting to combine GR and Quantum Theory. See however Parts II and III of [79] for further
interpretations and means of bypassing such an equation arising in the first place.
(11) is presented above in the finite-theory case for simplicity (so its given form includes just the Minisuperspace
subcase of GR). The field-theoretic counterpart of (9) contains, in place of a partial derivative
∂
∂Q , (14)
a functional derivative
δ
δh(x) . (15)
The Wheeler–DeWitt equation arises regardless of whether from ADM’s scheme that presupposes and subsequently
splits spacetime, or as an equation of time Chronos from implementing Temporal Relationalism as per above. More-
over, from the latter perspective, the Frozen Formalism Problem already features at the classical level for the Universe
as a whole; its being manifested at the quantum level is then less surprising.
One of this Series of Articles’s main points is that the Wheeler–DeWitt equation of GR, ĤΨ = 0, can be traced back
not only to the classical Hamiltonian constraint H but furthermore to Temporal Relationalism.
Temporal Relationalism provides constraints for the range of formulations of theories which implement this principle.
These constraints are interpreted as equations of time, denoted in general by Chronos; this interpretation provides a
classical emergent Machian time resolution of the ab initio timelessness of these formulations. Both H and E can be
taken to arise in this manner. Moreover, in each theory which possesses a Chronos, this leads to an also apparently
frozen quantum wave equation
̂ChronosΨ = 0 . (16)
3.3 Inner Product Problem alias Hilbert Space Problem
In Quantum Theory, the wave equation does not suffice to obtain physical answers, since are of the form 〈ψ1 | Ô |ψ2 〉,
so an inner product input is also required.
4
The Schrödinger inner product serves this purpose in Ordinary QM. Klein–Gordon Theory has its own distinct
inner product. Recollect that a Schrödinger inner product will not do in this setting because M4 is indefinite, which
argument carries over to GR’s Riem(Σ) and minisuperspaceMini(Σ) as well.
In the Quantum Gravity of the above Wheeler–DeWitt equation, the inner product is, at least prima facie, of
Klein–Gordon type:
〈ψ1[h] |ψ2[h] 〉 = 12 i
∏
x ∈ Σ
∫ Σ. , ψ1[h] ←→δδh ψ2[h]

N
= 12 i
∏
x ∈ Σ
∫
Σ. ijNijkl(h)
ψ1[h]
←→
δ
δhkl
ψ2[h]
 .
(17)
This however runs into further technical problems as outlined in Chapter 11 of [79].
Example 1) Minisuperspace retains a Klein–Gordon inner product.
Example 2) Euclidean RPM, on the other hand, has a natural associated Schrödinger Inner Product, like ordinary
QM does. This is on account of each of these having a positive-definite metric on q, yielding a positive-definite inner
product for which a Schrödinger interpretation is appropriate.
Remark 1 The Inner Product Problem is a temporal issue – a subfacet of the Frozen Formalism Problem – due to
the ties between inner products, conservation of probability and unitary evolution outlined in Chapter 5 of [79].
Aside 1 Let us point to Quantum Theory including further objects such as quantum operators and path integrals;
see Part III of [79] for how these can be cast into TRi form.
3.4 Semiclassical Machian emergent time
The classical tem(J) does not itself resolve the quantum-level Frozen Formalism Problem, nor does it in any other
way directly give quantum equations that are distinct from the usual ones. One can view it, rather, as an object
that already feature at the classical level that is subsequently to be recovered by a more bottom-up approach at the
quantum level.
We instead use semiclassical Machian emergent time, in situations in which there are slow, heavy ‘h’ variables
that provide an approximate timestandard with respect to which the other fast, light ‘l’ degrees of freedom evolve
[34, 39, 58]. This occurs e.g. in the Semiclassical Approach for SIC [34, 71, 73], h is scale (and homogeneous matter
modes) The Semiclassical Approach consists of the following steps.
Step i) Make the Born–Oppenheimer ansatz
Ψ(h, l) = ψ(h) |χ(h, l) 〉 , (18)
followed by the WKB ansatz
ψ(h) = exp
(
i S(h)
~
)
. (19)
Each of these is accompanied by a suite of approximations, detailed in Section 3.4.
Step ii) We form the h-equation
〈χ|Q̂uadΨ = 0 . (20)
To first approximation, this yields a Hamilton–Jacobi equation [25, 5],3{
∂S
∂h
}2
= 2{E − V (h)} , (21)
where V (h) is the h-part of the potential. Furthermore, one way of solving this is for an approximate semiclassical
emergent time tsem(h).
Step iii) We next consider the l-equation
{1− |χ 〉〈χ |}Q̂uadΨ = 0 . (22)
3For simplicity, we present the rest of this Section for Mechanics with one h degree of freedom; see [63, 67] for consideration of multiple
such and other generalizations.
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In this initial form, this is a fluctuation equation. Moreover, it can be recast – modulo some more approxima-
tions – into an emergent-WKB-time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the l-degrees of freedom. For instance, for
Mechanics
i ~
∂ |χ 〉
∂tsem
= Êl |χ 〉 . (23)
The emergent-time-dependent left hand side arises from the cross-term ∂h |χ 〉∂hψ. Êl is here the remaining piece of
Ê, which plays the role of Hamiltonian for the l-subsystem.
Step iv) In this Series of Articles’s main approach, Quad arises as an equation of time Chronos. tsem can furthermore
be interpreted as [63, 79] a semiclassical Machian emergent time (whether for the above model arena or for GR
Quantum Cosmology).
To zeroth order in l, this and the classical
tem(J)−0 = tsem(J)−0 . (24)
This however fails to be Machian in the sense of not permitting either classical or semiclassical l-change to contribute.
And yet, to first order in l
tsem−1 = F [h, l, h. , |χ(l, h) 〉] , (25)
which is now clearly distinct from the classical h–l expansion’s
tem(J)−1 = F [h, l, h. , l.] . (26)
This pairing of the previously known semiclassical emergent time and the classical Machian emergent time is new to
the Relational Approach, as is the Machian reinterpretation of the former. That emergent Machian time needs to be
‘found afresh’ at the quantum level, rather than continuing to use the classical tem, is moreover in accord with the
‘all changes have an opportunity to contribute’ implementation of Mach’s Time Principle. This is for the furtherly
Machian reason that abstracting GLET from STLRC is sensitive to partial or total replacement of classical change
by quantum change being given the opportunity to contribute.
3.5 Commentary
That many other strategies have been attempted at this point – internal time, hidden time, matter time, unimodular
time, timelessness, histories theory... – is reviewed in [39, 40, 79]. The one we provide is the only one known to work
to date in combination with addressing all other facets of ‘a local Problem of Time’.
Justifying a semiclassical regime is a further matter, along the following lines.
Remark 1) It is a matter decoupled from finding a local resolution of Problem of Time within classical and
semiclassical setting.
As per Part III of [79], the above derivation of a time-dependent Schrödinger equation ceases to function if the WKB
scheme (ansatz and approximation). Moreover, in the quantum-cosmological context, the WKB scheme is not known
to be a particularly strongly supported ansatz and approximation to make (see Section 3.4). This Series props this up
by combination with further Problem of Time strategies, which need to be individually developed from the classical
level upwards.
Remark 2) It is a matter that the Combined Approach – elements of semiclassical, histories and timeless approaches
– does a better job of [79]. While most of the supports between these are quantum-specific, there is no problem
in setting up a classical precursor of this, ultimately a TRi version of the previous combined approach of Halliwell
[51, 56, 61].
Remark 3) The idea that semiclassical Machian time is not classical Machian time due to semiclassical change
needing to be given an opportunity to contribute gives a fair indication of full QM with full QM change also serving
as basis of abstraction of a fully quantum time. Machian emergent time is thus expected to be a universally applicable
concept rather than just a classical and semiclassical one.
Remark 4) Observations of Quantum Gravity in the forseeable future (40-year timescale, at least) are likely to be
at most semiclassical. The SIC model is specifically for cosmological such [30, 34]; the sensible next move would then
be to set up semiclassical Machian emergent time in the black hole arena, rather than for ’full Quantum Gravity’.
So there is an element of realistic sufficiency to working semiclassically, for all that the principles in use at least
conceptually transcend to this regime as per 3).
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4 Quantum Configurational Relationalism (aspect 2)
We now consider Quantization for a physical theory subject to a group g of physically meaningless transformations.
Ab initio, there are two ways of quantizing such a theory.
Strategy 1) Reduced Quantization. Here one first reduces out the constraints corresponding to g at the classical
level, and then one quantizes.
Strategy 2) Dirac Quantization. Here one quantizes first. The constraints corresponding to g are now promoted
to further quantum wave equations
F̂linΨ = 0 , (27)
which are then reduced out – solved – at the quantum level.
Remark 1 That Quantum Theory is capable of discarding a physically-accepted g may affect Reduced Quantization.
Thereby, classical ability to reduce out the classical g (‘Best Matching’) does not necessarily imply an g-free quantum
system (see Part III of [79] for details).
Remark 2 The indirect g-act, g-all method moreover continues to be applicable at the quantum level. This could,
firstly, be as a means of formulating Dirac Quantization. Secondly, it could be as an indirect means of expressing all
subsequent objects required by one’s theory if neither Stratgies 1) or 2) can be culminated.
4.1 Dirac quantization approach
Let us promote the classical first-class constraints arising from Configurational Relationalism and Temporal Rela-
tionaism to quantum constraints,
Chronos −→ ̂Chronos . (28)
Flin −→ F̂lin , (29)
These act on the wavefunction of the Universe Ψ.
Example 1 full GR, the quantum Hamiltonian constraint is accompanied by the quantum GR momentum constraint
0 = M̂Ψ (30)
or, in components,
0 = 2 i ~hikDj δ
δhjk
Ψ + M̂matteri Ψ , (31)
Example 2 M is of course absent for our Minisuperspace model.
Example 3 For Euclidean RPM,
PˆΨ = ~i
∑
N
I=1
∂Ψ
∂qI
= 0 , (32)
L̂Ψ = ~i
∑
N
I=1q
I ×
∂Ψ
∂pI
= 0 , (33)
ˆ˜
EΨ = − ~22 4RndΨ + V (m− · −)Ψ = EΨ . (34)
Ditching the zero momentum constraint P, and using Sec II.6.2’s ρA,
L̂Ψ = ~i
∑
n
A=1ρ
A ×
∂Ψ
∂ρA
= 0 (35)
holds. This implies that Ψ = Ψ(m− · −). Then finally
ÊΨ = −~22 4RndΨ + V (m− · −)Ψ = EΨ . (36)
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4.2 Reduced quantization approach
The classically-reducible scaled-RPM series’ time-independent Schrödinger equations are therefore encapsulated by
the d = 1, 2 cases of
− ~2{∂2ρ + k(N, d)ρ−1∂ρ + ρ−24S(N,d)}Ψ = 2{EUni − V (ρ,S)}Ψ . (37)
(37) furthermore separates into scale and shape parts for a number of suitable V See Part III of [79] for a more
specifically-motivated operator ordering of this. S here denote shape variables.
5 Quantum Constraint Closure (aspect 3) including the Functional
Evolution Problem (facet 3)
Commutator brackets play an even more central role in Quantum Theory than Poisson brackets did at the classical
level. Moreover, the quantum notion of equal-time commutation relations poses significant difficulties in the context
of GR. This is due to Ordinary Quantum Theory’s ‘equal-time’ notion carrying connotations of there being a unique
preassigned time, which does not fit GR’s conception of time.
Structure 1 A first instance of equal-time commutation relations occurs in Kinematical Quantization (Section 2).
Remark 1 At the quantum level, constraints take the form of operator-valued equations. Moreover, passage from
classical to quantum constraints is subject to operator-ordering ambiguities and well-definedness issues. One is then
also to consider commutator brackets between these quantum constraints. For sure, algebraic closure of constraints
is not automatically guaranteed in postulating the form these are to take at the quantum level:
ĈΨ = 0 6⇒ [Ĉ, Ĉ]Ψ = 0 . (38)
Or perhaps the Lie-weak
ĈΨ = 0 6⇒ [Ĉ, Ĉ]Ψ = C · ĈΨ . (39)
Remark 2 Commutator bracket algebraic structures are furthermore not in general isomorphic to their classical
Poisson brackets antecedents or approximands. Section 2 outlines the topological underpinnings of this discrepancy
[33]. For constraint algebraic structures, this means that the quantum version is not necessarily isomorphic to the
classical one.
Remark 3 One consequence of this is that algebraic closure of classical constraints does not imply an isomorphic
algebraic closure of quantum constraints, nor indeed of any other kind of quantum-level closure:
{C, C} ≈ 0 6⇒ [Ĉ, Ĉ]Ψ = 0 . (40)
Furthermore, the latter set of constraints in general requires a distinct indexing set in place of C. Anomalies are
one manifestation of non-closure that is well-known throughout Theoretical Physics [12, 31, 45]. It additionally a
means by which a classically accepted g may need to be replaced by a distinct g′ at the quantum level. While not
all anomalies involve time or frame, a subset of them do, and these then form part of the Problem of Time. These
issues are further developed in Section 5.
Remark 4 Breakdown of the closure of the constraint algebraic structure at the quantum level was termed the
Functional Evolution Problem in [39, 40]. However, ‘functional’ carries field-theoretic connotations – it is the type
of derivative that features in the field-theoretic form of the problem. Articles VI and VII and iron this out in
species-neutral terms. Furthermore, to additionally include the classical case and maximally clarify the nature of
this problem, we consider it better to refer to this facet as the Constraint Closure Problem.
Remark 5 Many approaches to Quantization (see [33] or Part III of [79]) are of at most limited value in the case of
GR. This is due to the classical GR constraints forming the Dirac algebroid, whereas many an established approach
to Quantization can only cope with Lie algebras.
Structure 2 We next need to check the quantum first-class constraints F̂ close,
[F̂, F̂]Ψ = 0 . (41)
Structure 3 The Configurational to Temporal Relational split version of this is
[F̂lin, F̂lin]Ψ = 0 , (42)
[F̂lin, ̂Chronos]Ψ = 0 , (43)
[ ̂Chronos, ̂Chronos] Ψ = 0 . (44)
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6 Quantum Assignment of Observables (aspect 4 reopened)
Structure 1 For systems which additionally possess quantum constraints, the B̂ are additionally to form zero
quantum commutators with the quantum constraint operators.
Example 1
Quantum Dirac observables: D̂ such that [ĈF , D̂]Ψ = 0 , (45)
Example 2
quantum Kuchař observables: K̂ such that [F̂lin, K̂]Ψ = 0 . (46)
Example 3
quantum g-observables: Ĝ such that [Ĝauge, Ĝ]Ψ = 0 . (47)
These need not coincide with the previous.
Example 4 A further notion of
quantum Chronos observables: Ĉ such that [ ̂Chronos, Ĉ]Ψ = 0 (48)
exists in cases for which ̂Chronos closes as a subalgebraic structure.
Remark 1 We could also entertain the possibility of taking each of these to be a weak brackets relation,
[Ĉ, B̂] Ψ = E · ĈΨ . (49)
For, the associated brackets might be expected to carry the same notion of equality as the initial constraints brackets
algebraic structure itslef...
Structure 2 We need to upgrade from Uˆ to Dˆ observables: quantities commuting with all the surviving first-class
quantum constraints Ĉ In this way, quantum observables are ‘found afresh’. This is as opposed to trying to promote
classical observables, which would face three obstacles.
Obstacle 1) The change from Poisson brackets to commutators.
Obstacle 2) The restrictions already imposed by kinematical quantization.
Obstacle 3) The promotion of classical constraints C to their quantized forms Ĉ.
The Problem of Quantum Observables is that it is hard to come up with a sufficient set of these for Quantum
Gravitational theories.
Remark 1 In the Heisenberg picture of QM, an apparent manifestation of frozenness is, rather,
[Ĥ, B̂]Ψ = 0 (50)
with similar connotations to its classical Poisson brackets antecedent (III.80).
7 Quantum Spacetime Constructability (aspect 5)
Wheeler’s first argument [14] Fluctuations of the dynamical entities are inevitable at the quantum level.
For GR, moreover, these are fluctuations of 3-geometry.
These fluctuating geometries are additionally far too numerous to be embeddable within a single spacetime. Con-
sequently, the beautiful geometrical manner in which that classical GR manages to be Refoliation Invariant breaks
down at the quantum level.
Wheeler’s second argument [14, 24] gave the following additional argument. Precisely-known position q and
momentum p for a particle are a classical concept tied to the notion of its worldline.
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This perspective breaks down in Quantum Theory, however, due to Heisenberg’s Uncertainly Principle. Worldlines
are here replaced by the more diffuse notion of wavepackets.
In the case of GR, moreover, the Uncertainty Principle now applies to the quantum operator counterparts of h and
p. But, by formula (II.17), this means that h and K are not precisely known. The idea of embeddability of a 3-space
with metric h within a spacetime is consequently quantum-mechanically compromised. Schematically,( metric-level geometry
embedding data h,K or h,p
)
→
 operators ĥ, p̂ subject toHeisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle
 . (51)
By these arguments, Geometrodynamics (or similar formulations) would be expected to take over from spacetime
formulations at the quantum level.
Remark 3 Recovering continuity in suitable limits, in approaches that treat space or spacetime as primarily discrete,
is a further issue. This is not a given, since some approaches produce non-classical entities or too low a continuum
dimension.
One can next pose semiclassical rigidity [79] – the analogue of [55, 69]’s classical result, and so on. One is to start
with the geometrodynamics-assumed (Diff(Σ)-invariant) but arbitrary supermetric ansatz
Ĥa,b,x,y = − ~
2√
Mx,y
δ
δh
{√
Mx,yN
x,y
δ
δh
}
Ψ− ~2ξR(x;Mx,y]Ψ +
√
h{a+ bR(x;h]}Ψ , (52)
alongside the ‘momenta to the right’ ordering of M̂, i.e. eq. (31). One is to compute the three commutator brackets
formed by these, including upder Semiclassical Approach assumptions.
See also [64] for further investigation of the semiclassical and quantum commutator bracket counterparts of the
classical Dirac algebroid.
8 Quantum Spacetime Relationalism (aspect 6)
Is spacetime – or any of its aspects – meaningful in Quantum Gravity?
How does spacetime – or any originally missing aspects thereof – emerge in a suitable classical limit?
Is there a notion in Quantum Gravity which resembles the causality of SR, QFT and GR? If so, which aspects of
classical causality are retained as fundamental, and how do the others emerge in the classical limit?
Such questions lead to a Spacetime Relationalism versus Temporal-and-Configurational Relationalism debate. This
in turn feeds into the following issues.
Issue 1) The quantum-level Feynman Path-Integral Approach versus Canonical Approach debate.
Issue 2) Consideration of whether quantum-level versions of Refoliation Invariance and Spacetime Constructability
aspects of Background Independence are required. Some further specific quantum level issues about spacetime are
as follows.
Issue 3) Whether a hypersurface is spacelike depends on the spacetime metric g. In Quantum Gravity, however, this
would be subject to quantum fluctuations [40]. In this way, the notion of ‘spacelike’ would depend on the quantum
state.
Issue 4) Relativity places importance upon labelling spacetime events by times and spatial frames of reference which
are implemented by the deployment of physical clocks. What happens if one tries to model this using proper time at
the quantum level [40]? Unfortunately, proper time intervals are built out of g, and thus are only meaningful after
solving the equations of motion. This is rendered yet more problematic by g’s quantum fluctuations.
Issue 5) From a technical perspective, replacing SR spacetime’s Poincaré group Poin(4) by Diff(m) vastly com-
plicates the Representation Theory involved. Furthermore, the Representation Theory of the Dirac algebroid is even
more difficult than that of Diff(m).
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Issue 6) Finally, if one’s approach attempts to combine spacetime and canonical concepts, there is additional
interplay as e.g. outlined in Section 10.
8.1 Path Integral Approaches
The Problem of Time facets do not take an entirely fixed form.
On the one hand, if one splits spacetime and works with a Canonical Approach, the Frozen Formalism Problem,
Inner Product Problem and Foliation Dependence Problem occur.
On the other hand, none of these occur if an unsplit spacetime formulation is used; Path Integral Approaches are
along these lines.
Because Path Integral Approaches are very successful in QFT, one might be tempted to approach Quantum Gravity
in this way. These however face their own set of very major problems if one attempts to apply them to Gravity. In
this way, the Canonical versus Path Integral dilemma amounts to choosing between two very different sets of sizeable
problems.
Problem 1) In place of an Inner Product Problem, we get a Measure Problem. This is not limited to cases with
timelike Killing vectors, but now requires Diff(m)-invariance. Having an explicit Diff(m)-invariant measure is a
different – but also considerable – problem, and also a reason why the Measure Problem remains time-related. More
specifically, the Measure Problem is a further quantum-level part to Spacetime Relationalism.
Remark 1 While this is not necessarily a Background Dependent pursuit, this is not a Canonical Approach.
Some further features of the Path Integral Approach for Gravitational Theories are as follows; consult Sec 8.1 for
further details and references.
Problem 2) It is, rather, a spacetime primary formulation. It is furthermore paths or histories that are now to be
considered as primary.
Problem 3) The ‘wrong sign’ of the GR action causes further problems for Path Integral Approaches.
Problem 4) These problems are moreover ameliorated [27] by working in a Euclidean-signature sector,
〈hin, tin |hfin, tfin 〉 =
∫ tfin
tin
∫
Σ
Dµ[g] exp(−SEucl-EHGR [g]) . (53)
Here, the integration is over all Euclidean-signature metric geometries on T×Σ in between, for T the time interval
[tin, tfin], and Dµ denotes the measure.
Problem 5) However, GR’s action is not positive-definite, which causes further unboundedness problems.
Problem 6) Moreover, Discrete Approaches to Quantum Gravity have better-defined path integrals. Such ap-
proaches started historically with Regge Calculus in the 1960s [20].
Problem 7) Time ordering and positive frequency impinge upon [35] the passage between Euclidean and Lorentzian
sectors. At the perturbative level about flat spacetime this reduces to Wick’s well-known QFT result. However, the
curved spacetime counterpart of this picks up ambiguities as regards the choice of complex contour [36].
Problem 8) Let us finally point to some approaches which involve both Path Integrals and Canonical formalism.
QFT can rely on the Canonical Approach for computing what its Feynman rules are. In this way, Ordinary Quantum
Theory ‘in terms of path integrals’ is in fact in some cases a combined Path Integral and Canonical Approach. Then
in Quantum Gravity, such a combined scheme would pick up both approaches’ problems.
Remark 2 Upon passage to curved spacetime, what was flat spacetime’s straightforward Wick rotation from imagi-
nary time back to real time becomes an ambiguity which is a further subfacet of the Problem of Time [48]. On these
grounds, one might leave Path Integral Approaches to the QFT regime rather than entertaining their extension to
Gravitational Theory, or not.
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9 Quantum Spacetime Closure and Assignment of Observables (aspects
7 and 8)
If spacetime emerges merely classically, then for some purposes it suffices to model its Relationalism classically, as
per Article III.
If there is already a semiclassical version of this, then it is plausible that the physically irrelevant group acting on this
does not match the classical one. This would parallel the kinematical quantum algebra not matching the entirety of
that of the classical observables, the physical observables classical and quantum algebras not coinciding as algebras,
or, most directly, quantum Configurational Relationalism requiring a different group from its classical precursor.
One next determines the zero commutant operators corresponding to the above quantum brackets algebraic structure.
10 Quantum Foliation Independence (aspect 9)
Remark 1 A Quantization of GR that retains the nice classical property of Refoliation Invariance would be concep-
tually sound and widely appealing. There is however no known way of guaranteeing this in general at the quantum
level. If this property is not retained, Ψin, Kuchař argued that [39] starting with the same initial state “on the initial
hypersurface and developing it to the final hypersurface along two different routes produces inequality",
Ψfin−via−1 6= Ψfin−via−2 (quantum Foliation Dependence criterion) . (54)
[This refers to Fig III.6’s intermediary hypersurfaces 1 and 2.] This moreover “violates what one would expect of a
relativistic theory."
Remark 2 On the other hand, association of times with foliations is expected to break down if the spacetime metric
quantum-mechanically fluctuates as per our concluding discussion.
Remark 3 For now, we pose the semiclassical and fully-quantum analogues of Teitelboim’s classical resolution by
Refoliation Invariance.
11 Conclusion
A local resolution of the full, multi-faceted Problem of Time [39, 40, 14, 15] was recently put forward [80, 79]. This
is unprecedented in handling all of the local facets concurrently. Further context for this is that these facets have a
history of interfering with each other so that solving multiple facets together involves much more than the ‘sum of
its parts’. A local resolution of the Problem of Time moreover amounts to establishing a local theory of Background
Independence [72, 79].
[79]’s presentation of this local resolution viewed it in three pieces. The below Arabic numerals label the Background
Independence aspects corresponding to overcoming the Problem of Time facets, wheras I-III and A-B are a grouping
elaborated upon in Sec 11.2.
I) Relationalism of the 1) Temporal and 2) Configurational kinds. Barbour [28, 43] found ways of implementing
each of these separately at level of Classical Mechanics and GR actions. Temporal Relationalism moreover implements
earier ideas of Leibniz [1] and Mach [2] via action principles whose Mechanics version was first formulated by Jacobi.
Temporal Relationalism can be resolved via Machian emergent time at both classical and quantum levels, providing
in particular classical and semiclassical resolutions. Configurational Relationalism occurs for Gauge Theory as well;
the more general idea for handling Configurational Relationalism is the g-act g-all method, of which group averaging
is a simple example.
Both of these Relationalisms are moreover Constraint Providers.
II) Logically, the ensuing constraints next need to be checked for consistency, which constitutesConstraint Closure:
aspect 3). Complications with or failure to attain this closure constitute the Constraint Closure Problem, for
which novel material was provided in Article III. This is addressed along the lines of Dirac’s Algorithm [12]. This
marks the onset of canonical brackets algebras, which then forks into the two following mutually-independent parts.
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III) 4) Assignment of Observables considers what forms zero brackets with the constraints [6]; these observables
moreover themselves form brackets algebras. Complications with or failure to attain this assignment constritutes the
Canonical Problem of Observables.
A) 5) Running whole families of candidate theories through a Dirac-type algorithm gives rigidity results,
in particular that GR is one of very few cases surviving this consistency check. This moreover also provides a means
of, firstly, deriving GR-as-Geometrodynamics specific features from within ab initio entire families of candidate
geometrodynamical theories. Secondly, of constructing GR-like spacetime from merely spatial structure alongside
the underlying demand of consistency.
This Spacetime Constructability is a further aspect of Background Independence. Starting with less structure
than spacetime – assuming just one or both of spatial structure or discreteness – is particularly motivated by Quantum
Theory [14]. In such approaches the spacetime concept is to hold at least in suitable limiting regimes.
If this is false, or remains unproven, then we have a Spacetime Construction Problem: facet 5).
Spacetime constructed, it has aspect S-I) = 6) its own Relationalism, aspect S-II) = 7) Closure – now of gen-
erators: of the spacetime automorphism group – rather than constraints. and aspect S-III) = 8) Assignment of
Observables, for which Article III provides novel material.
B) Spacetime can moreover also be foliated and is Refoliation Invariant. This represents reverse passage: spacetime
primality to space, as opposed to A)’s spatial primality to spacetime. Its constraint algebraic structure moreover
implies Refoliation Invariance [19] thus implementing aspect 9): Foliation Independence.
Fig 1 summarizes the progress made in understanding of the Background Independence aspects and Problem of Time
facets.
11.1 Order of approach of facets or aspects
We now double Fig III.7 to include the corresponding quantum order of addressal. The main difference is the
prelimnary necessity of kinematical quantization. Also note that we strongly argued for emergent Machian time and
observables to be found afresh at the quantum level rather than promoted.
A Local Resolution of the Problem of Time is to pass consistently through facets 1) to 9), ordered as per Fig 2.
11.2 Lie’s world [3, 13, 68]
[79] classified the Background-Independent aspects in various ways.
1) By spacetime primality vesus spatial, configurational, dynamical or canonical primality.
2) By splitting the latter into [79] Barbourville [28, 43]: Temporal and Configurational Relationalism, and Diracville
[12, 6]: Constraint Closure and Assignment of Canonical Observables.
We now prefer to view this as a Relational–Closure–Observables troika, of which Articles III and IV have by now
fully argued that spacetime primality carries a separate realization of. This is no coincidence because these are Lie
troikas, whose existence is above these distinctions in primality. In particular,
I) All three Relationalisms thus involved – Configurational, Temporal and Spacetime – are implemented by Lie
derivatives.
II) Both closures – Canonical-Constraint and Spacetime-Generator – involve some type of Lie bracket closing con-
sistently as a Lie algebraic structure: generator algebraic structures. [For this purpose, canonical constraints are a
subcase of generators.]
III) Both notions of observables are Lie brackets commutants with the corresponding closed algebraic structures.
Both Assignments of Observables involve Function Spaces over corresponding spaces – configuration space and the
space of spacetimes – that are moreover themselves Lie algebraic structures: observables algebraic structures.
The finer distinction between our two primalities’ troikas is as follows.
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Figure 1: a) Evolution of conceptualization and nomenclature of Problem of Time facets into underlying Background Independence
aspects over the course of this Series of Articles. The first row are Kuchař and Isham’s [39, 40]. The last full row are the underlying
Background Independence aspects arrived at in the current Series. This Figure’s colour scheme for the first nine aspects-and-facets is
further used in Articles V to XIII’s presentation of interferences therebetween. 10/11ths of these aspects are moreover already classically
present: all bar the issue of physically and conceptually unaccounted-for multiplicities. See Fig I.2 and Fig II.8 for expansions of column
1 and 2’s developments respectively.
b) The Little Strategies at the Classical and Quantum Levels: for piecemeal aspect incorporation or facet resolution. And the Large
Strategies for use at whichever level of structure, for whatever theory and robust enough for joint consideration of aspects and facets.
c) The five superaspects, and which parts of Lie’s world models each.
Distinction 1) Separate space (more generally configuration) and time considerations leave us with two Relation-
alisms.
Distinction 2) Each of these Relationalisms is moreover a constraint provider. By which one is led to, explicitly,
Constraint Closure (unless specifier equations subsequently appear, in which case one would have Constraint-and-
Specifier Closure).
Distinction 3 The canonical approach uses the Poisson (or more generally Dirac) bracket; this is more specific and
structured than the spacetime Lie bracket. Also, having a single Relationalism removes most Closure Problems. This
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Figure 2: a) Classical and b) Quantum order of incorporation of Background Independence aspects, i.e. of overcoming corresponding
Problem of Time facets.
leaves one at ease to impose gauge symmetries rather than having to check for inconsistency, incompleteness, need
to redefine the Lie brackets, or onset of specifier equations.
Distinction 4 The associated commutants are then moreover recastable, by Poisson or Dirac brackets’ meaning, as
PDE systems to which Lie’s flow method applies giving an explicit mathematical problem for each theory’s canonical
observables. (see Article VIII for details; see also XIV for each above-mentioned part of Lie’s Mathematics).
The remaining two kinds of local aspects are a Wheelerian [11, 14] 2-way passage between our two primalities.
A) Spacetime Construction is passage from spatial primality to spacetime.
B) Foliation Independence is the reverse passage from spacetime to spatial primality.
For GR, these are realized as follows.
Spacetime Construction is afforded by [55, 69, 79] Inserting Families of Candidate Theories into the canonical
case’s Dirac Algorithm. This rests on Lie brackets algebraic structures now exhibiting some Lie brackets rigidities,
returning both details of GR’s dynamics and locally-Lorentzian spacetime structure. While Dirac Algorithm rigidities
have been known for some years, more general Lie algebra rigidities have recently been discovered in the Foundations
of Geometry [81], by which this is a truly Lie, rather than just Dirac, phenomenon.
Foliation Independence is ensured by Refoliation Invariance, which follows [19] from the algebraic form of the Dirac
Algebroid [7]. This is in terms of Poisson brackets – i.e. a type of Lie brackets – while constituting a Lie algbroid:
a structure of Lie type, albeit exceeding Lie’s own studies in its complexity.
Remark 1 Among the above uses of Lie’s Mathematics, moreover, Lie brackets algebraic structures see particularly
major and central use. These are moreover now argued to run not on Dirac’s Mathematics but by the more general
Lie Mathematics, through examples of ‘Dirac magic’ now having been observed for Lie brackets more generally than
in Dirac’s Poisson brackets setting.
Remark 2 Overall, Lie’s world is large enough as a setting in which to formulate classical differential-geometric and
further (semi)Riemannian metric Background Independence, and to solve the associated classical local Problem of
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Time. Indeed, Lie’s world continues to serve in this way in the more general context [75, 76, 79, 82] of no, or any
other, geometrical level of structure being assumed.
That Lie’s Mathematics is the natural one for local use at Differential-Geometric level of structure, immediately rings
true. This due to its local character and, within Differential Geometry, universality.
The current Series moreover demonstrates this to be sufficent broad to therein pose and locally resolve the classical-
level Problem of Time. Lie’s Mathematics, as the cornucopia of local Differential Geometry, succeeds in providing a
full complement of Mathematics for a local resolution of the classical level Problem of Time.
Remark 3 This clarified, much confusion is lifted, and the classical local Problem of Time becomes far more
widely accessible. For most Theoretical Physics majors or Grad School freshers know Lie’s Mathematics, as do ‘the
continuum half’ of their Mathematics counterparts, whether pure or applied-geometric, or indeed applying geometry
within other parts of STEM [82]. This is in contrast with even Dirac’s work on constrained systems unfortunately and
undeservedly not being particularly widely known. So emphasizing that Lie’s Mathematics suffices to conceptually
understand a first self-consistent portion of the Problem of Time and Background Independence is very useful for
this subject.
Remark 4 Background Independence and the Problem of Time is moreover a very useful subject to know as regards
the nature of Physical Law, containing plenty of interesting open research questions at the global and/or quantum
and/or less mathematically structured levels.
Remark 5 And so the mist has cleared, revealing that the obvious body of Mathematics served to frame, and
resolve, the classical local Problem of Time. Many conceptual features of this accessible work moreover carry over to
the quantum level. In this way, ‘Lie-math’ is not only the cornucopia of Differential Geometry, but also the Problem
of Time’s ‘alohomora’[47]: a single-word spell for unlocking the gates in question.
11.3 The mathematical amphitheatre conditioned by Constrained and Quantum The-
ories
There is the further matter of mathematical technique’ versus the ‘mathematical amphitheatre’ that it is used in.
The multi-faceted Problem of Time began to be posed in detail in 1967 [14, 15], in the context of QM versus GR
incompatibility. It took until Isham and Kuchař’s reviews in the early 1990s [39, 40] to conceptually classify.
On the one hand, aside from Lie’s Mathematics, one needs to know that QM points to ’configurations, configura-
tion spaces, momenta, Poisson brackets, phase space, Hamiltonians, constraints and observables’ as useful classical
precursors.4
Remarkably, all of these bar Hamiltonians are already-TRi rather than requiring TRi modification. The current
Article moreover points out that the small modification to classical Hamiltonians is of no subsequent quantum con-
sequence. QM then itself involves [23, 29, 33, 79] kinematical operators, constraint operators, observables operators.
While the ensuing operator algebras in many ways lie beyond the remit of Lie’s own Mathematics, the quantum
commutator involved in these algebras is still mathematically a Lie bracket.
On the other hand, to understand the Problem of Time, one also needs to know some SR (1905), GR (1915),
the dynamical structure of GR: constraints, ADM formulation, that Hamiltonians and Poisson brackets provide a
systematic way of handling constraints (from the 1950’s and only consolidated in the early 1960’s [9, 12]). GR also
introduced the spacetime versus space–configuration-space–dynamics–phase-space–or–canonical dilemma [9, 12, 14].
By this, one can moreover consider spacetime versions of brackets and derivative concepts in place of canonical ones.
GR’s constraints moreover close as a Lie algebroid rather than a Lie algebra – the Dirac algebroid – which is named
by analogy with Lie algebras rather than lying within the remit of Lie’s own Mathematics.
Many of the current subsection’s areas are, at least in outline, of common knowledge among Theoretical Physicists,
especially those (part-)specializing in GR. The most likely exceptions are, firstly, quantum operators, for which a
background in Functional Analysis is probably more useful than one in Theoretical Physics. Secondly, research into
the Mathematics of Dirac’s algebroid is probably still in its infancy.
4QM was established in the late 1920’s. Furthermore, it took Dirac until the 1950’s to understand constraints and observables, and it
took almost everyone else some decades to catch up with these developments. Finally, it took even longer for phase space’s potential to
be unlocked, particularly in a geometrical manner or as regards constraints, let alone for both of these to be handled concurrently in a
physically satisfactory way.
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The set of locks to open is in a distinct mathematical amphitheatre to the one in which Lie worked, to which,
moreover, Lie’s Mathematics carries over. We moreover also need to substantially reformulate the amphitheatre to
succeed in jointly incorporating Background Independence aspects, alias jointly resolving Problem of Time facets.
This is the subject of Articles V to XIII, which show how these reformulations go as well as that Lie’s Mathematics
is indeed robust enough to support these too.
11.4 The harder parts of A Local Resolution of the Problem of Time
From a structural point of view, these are concentrated upon the two-way passage between spacetime and ‘space,
configuration, dynamics or canonical’ primalities. I.e. firstly, why and how broadly does Lie rigidity occur as regards
Spacetime Construction. Secondly, what subset of Lie algebroids encode Refoliation Invariance along the lines that
the Dirac algebroid does, and how this encodement in general comes about. (Is it always a hidden symmetry, and
what structure and meaning do such have in general?)
From a solving point of view, explicitly finding spaces of observables remains a formidable task for most constrained,
gravitational, Background Independent theories and closed-universe models. This is moreover to be followed by
Expression in Terms of Observables of all of a theory’s quantities.
These two matters remain open questions. At the classical level, the latter still lies within the remit of Lie’s
Mathematics. The former may well require current- or future-generation Mathematics to specify a suitable subfield
with extra structure within Lie’s Mathematics.
11.5 Further Frontiers
Recollect from Article I’s Introduction that the final two facets of the Problem of Time are as follows.
Aspect 10) is Global Validity, difficulties with which are termed the Global Problems of Time (facet 10: see
[39, 40], Epilogues II.B and III.B of [79] and [84]). Global Problems occur with all facets, by which outlining these
is better to detail this after facet interferences have been covered.
Aspect 11) is bf Unexplained Multiplicities. difficulties with which are termed the Multiple Choice Problems
of Time (facet 11: see [39, 40, 50] and Epilogue II.C of [79], the main part of which would appear to be the quantum-
level Groenewold–van Hove phenomenon). Multiple-choice Problems are particularly severe in, specifically, the
passage from classical to quantum, and so are avoided in purely classical treatments. These can already be envisaged
for Kinematical Quantization but affect some other facets as well (in particlar the Problem of Observables).
Background Independence and the Problem of Time to further levels of mathematical stucture e.g.
topological manifolds, topological spaces, or sets, is a further research direction.
Universal aspects and universal strategies Some Problem of Time strategies are universal in the sense that they
exist regardless of what the underlying theory is, at least for a large number of steps. For instance, universality applies
to Emergent Machian Times Approaches, Timeless Approaches and Histories Approaches. A further consequence of
universality is that Parts II and III are not only of interest for the specific theories used there as examples, but also
of much wider interest throughout Gravitational Theory. While the differential-geometric level of structre is implied
by using Lie’s Mathematics,it does admit a discrete-differences [66] version. We also term study of Background
Independence at other levels of mathematical structure Comparative Background Independence [84].
The Global, Quantum and Comparative research directions can moreover be considered in any combination. The
Multiple Choice Problem also impinges upon each quantum treatment.
We consider it prudent to handle classical-level local joint resolution of Problem of Time facets within the remit of
Lie’s Mathematics in Articles V to XIII prior to discussing Global, Quantum and Comparative generalizations, as
these require far more than just Lie’s Mathematics. As such, we only return to global and less structured matters in
Conclusion Article XIII, and not at all within the current Series to quantum matters. Subsequent series of Articles
on a local resolution of the Quantum Problem of Time and on the classical Global Problem of Time are moreover
imminent. TRiCQT, TRiPIQT and semiclassical resolution are already in print – see Part III of [79] – as are some
Global and Comparative matters: see Epilogues II.B-C and III.B-C of [79] and [82, 83, 84].
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